From the Editors

We would like to take the opportunity of this issue to announce a few new developments for the *WAC Journal*.

First, we welcome new members to the editorial and review boards. Editorial Board: Kristine Blair, Heather Falconer, Jeffrey R. Galin, and Xiqiao Wang (Editorial Board). Review Board: Will Banks, Christopher Basgier, Lauren Brentnell, John Eliason, Crystal N. Fodrey, Bradley Hughes, Liz Hutter, Michelle LaFrance, Savannah Paige Murray, Sarah Pitrock, Douglas M. Walls, and Travis Webster. We greatly appreciate their willingness to join the dedicated board members who have been with the journal longer. Thanks to all! You ensure the journal remains a vibrant voice in the discipline.

Second, we are introducing a new feature with our next issue—a special topic forum—for which we will invite a guest editor, who will help us determine the special topic and who will help us in selecting the articles for the forum. Our next issue (volume 33), then, will be hybrid. We will solicit submissions for both a regular topic section and for a special topic section, three to five articles for each section, producing what will amount to a double issue. The development of a hybrid issue has a further aim: the introduction of a second, free-standing issue each year, beginning in a year or two.

To assist us in that endeavor, and to help with the day-to-day operations of the journal in the meantime, we have brought on Allison Daniel as Managing Editor. You may have had the pleasure of working with her already as she has served as our copyeditor and has helped us in communication with board members. We look forward to her assistance with all the operations of the journal.

Thank you for reading and enjoying the journal!

—David Blakesley and Cameron Bushnell